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In most cases, if you experience an issue with any game on this list, simply uninstall the current version you have and then download and
reinstall the game from the full installer on this page. For games that are older and still in development and not available in other ways, support

is usually provided by the developer. If you're looking for any games from the series (which includes Chainz and Chainz 2 ) and haven't yet
heard of it, be sure to check out ChainzNation. classic mode returns: rotate the colored links to make matches of three or more, but now you
can use the new 4-way link to make matches around corners. collapse a link with a power-up to activate its effect. unleash bombs to remove

surrounding links, lightning bolts to blast away whole rows and columns, or activate the freezer to delay collapses, and rack up as many
collapses as you can! spell the word chainz to add huge bonus points to your score. pit your link-matching skills against the clock in arcade
mode. in addition to all the features available in classic mode, restore precious seconds to the clock by matching the timer power-ups. the
game mode has the same rules as the game mode, but the bombs are much bigger and no power-ups are available. in the game mode you

collect the letters of the word chainz to match words and avoid letter bombs. can you match words and avoid bombs to win points? challenge
your friends on the online leaderboard and see if you can beat their scores! the game mode has the same rules as the game mode, but the

bombs are much bigger and no power-ups are available. in the game mode you collect the letters of the word chainz to match words and avoid
letter bombs.
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